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President’s Column
From the President of I-INCE: INTER-NOISE
Congresses—Looking Back and Looking Forward
We have had a chance now to close the door on
INTER-NOISE 2020, including surveying the
registrants to get their feedback about INTERNOISE 2020 as a virtual congress. First, let me
emphasize my gratitude on behalf of I-INCE for
the tremendous job that the INTER-NOISE 2020
organizing committee and Korean Society for
Noise and Vibration Engineering (KSNVE) did to
pivot from an in-person format to a virtual format
in just three months (or so). The risks they took on
and the high-quality outcome were a result of much
hard work and talent. The noise control engineering
community owes them a tremendous debt of
gratitude.
In the end, INTER-NOISE 2020 ended up with 648
papers. Of these, 474 were presented as recorded
oral presentations and 169 as posters. Of the oral
paper presentations, 108 were part of live virtual
sessions. The congress attracted 868 registrants,
including 327 students. The overall registrant
numbers are pretty typical of recent congresses, but
the mix, particularly the high number of student
registrants, is unusual. Perhaps this is an indicator
of the desirability of an online format for students
who might otherwise not be able to attend due to
travel costs. There were almost 30,000 views of the
recorded presentations and 2,000 exhibit visits of
more than five minutes. Given all of the challenges,
short timelines, and lack of any best-practice
models to follow, INTER-NOISE 2020 was a great
success. My only disappointments are not being
able to see all of you and not visiting the vibrant
city of Seoul.
The I-INCE Board, led by President-Elect Luigi
Maffei, has completed a survey of the registrants
of INTER-NOISE 2020. The main findings of the
survey are that there are participants who prefer
the in-person format and others who prefer the
online format. Future congresses will have to
consider how they can combine the benefits of the
networking and knowledge transfer that happen
at in-person congresses with the convenience and
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low cost of virtual congresses. These challenges
are increased for a global congress where the
participants are distributed across many time
zones. We learned a great deal from INTERNOISE 2020 that will be useful in the future. I
suspect that congresses will be changed for the
long term. The bottom line, though, is that the
success of future congresses will depend very
much on the willingness of contributors
to participate in a high-quality manner. We still
have more experiments to conduct and more to
learn.

Bob Bernhard

Looking forward, INTER-NOISE 2021 will be the
50th INTER-NOISE Congress. The intention is to
celebrate our beginnings in 1972 in Washington,
DC, and to look forward. The congress will both
include historical perspectives of the first INTERNOISE Congress and look forward. The theme
of the congress will be “Next 50 Years of Noise
Control.” The congress will be held on August
1–4, 2021. Given the continued uncertainty of the
pandemic and accompanying travel restrictions,
the INTER-NOISE 2021 Congress Organizing
Committee has recently announced that the
congress is planning to have both in-person
and online components—essentially a hybrid
congress. They are using the feedback gathered
from INTER-NOISE 2020 registrants and best
practices adopted from other congresses to
plan the logistics. You will see announcements
about INTER-NOISE 2021 soon, if you have
not already. I hope you will pass along your
suggestions of how to make the hybrid congress
format a success. I also hope you will plan to
participate either online or in person. It should be
great fun to look back 50 years and look forward
50 years.
Let me close with my best wishes and hope that
you will all stay safe and healthy in 2021.
Bob Bernhard
President, I-INCE NNI
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From the President of INCE-USA
I am writing this message on the eve
of NOISE-CON 2020, a conference we
have planned three times—but more on
that later. What a year 2020 has been for
everyone, and I truly hope that each of
you and your families are healthy, safe,
and employed! You should know that
INCE-USA officers, board of directors
(BOD), and staff have been busier than
ever. Before COVID-19 hit, we had
moved to online BOD meetings, which
has now become a usual (and required)
bi-monthly event. Prior, the officers
and BOD met twice a year in person.
I wanted to supplement our in-person
meetings with online meetings in order
to free up time during the in-person
meetings. However, the pandemic has
forced us to meet exclusively online,
which works for getting business
done but is less favorable to building
relationships and comradery. I would like
to thank all of our officers and BOD for
their efforts as INCE-USA changes the
way we do business.
I am happy to report that all of our
programs continue as strong as ever. This
success is due to our active volunteers.
We were slated to have a blowout number
of Board Certification examinees, with
a total of nearly 20 before COVID-19
hit. The final count for examinees was
reduced to 13, but I believe that is still
a record for Board Certification exams
in one sitting. I would like to thank Paul
Burge and the certification board for
all the hard work converting the singlelocation exam in New Orleans to seven
different places throughout the United
States. If you are afraid of that eight-hour
exam, you can bypass it by taking the
three courses in noise control engineering.
This year we have fully transitioned to
three new instructors: Andrew Barnard,
Tyler Dare, and Corinne Darvennes.
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I would like to extend gratitude to
Dr. Courtney Burroughs for running
these courses for INCE-USA over
the last 4–5 years and carefully
transitioning the program to these new
instructors.

on both gender and ethnic diversity in
our leadership. We have established a
diversity (awards) committee to improve
diversity of award candidates. An INCEUSA diversity statement was released in
early December.

Our publications are as strong and
engaging as ever. Editor Jim Thompson
of our Noise Control Engineering Journal
(NCEJ) is working hard to publish NCEJ
issues as usual while moving the journal
to open access. Eoin King, editor of Noise
New International (NNI), has started a
podcast that highlights upcoming articles
in NNI. Meanwhile, conference planning
continues for next year’s INCE-USAhosted INTER-NOISE, to be held in
Washington, DC, on August 1–4, 2021.
It will mark the 50th anniversary of this
international congress event. We are
just learning that Conference Chair Raj
Singh has announced that the program
will be a hybrid of live/in-person and
virtual programming. I truly hope that
by NOISE-CON 2022, to be held in
Lexington, Kentucky, we will be back to a
full in-person event.

I have another important change to report
with respect to the INCE-USA Annual
General Meeting (AGM). In the past,
the AGM used to be held at our winter
board meetings. Consequently, there was
very little member attendance. However,
changing the date of the AGM required
a change to our corporate calendar year,
which required a change to our bylaws.
I am happy to report that the BOD has
approved these changes, and the fiscal
year will now run from October 1 to
September 30, allowing our AGM to
take place as part of our NOISE-CON
conferences, starting in 2021. I hope this
change will bring about greater member
engagement.

On a more serious note, our treasurer,
Deane Jaeger, and our executive director,
Joe Cuschieri, are working very hard
every day to maintain INCE-USA’s
financial stability. The pandemic has
greatly restricted our ability to generate
revenue from our conferences, but INCEUSA has strong financial reserves to
weather this storm. With the leadership of
Gordon Ebbitt, a small group of INCEUSA members are working on strategic
initiatives to move INCE-USA into the
next decade. You will see more of that in
the coming year. Meanwhile, we cannot
ignore the other events of 2020, and the
BOD and officers are working to make
INCE-USA more diverse, with a focus

Our awards committee headed by Dana
Lodico, vice president of honors and
awards, has been very busy as well. This
year INCE-USA awarded two major
awards: The Laymon Miller Award for
Excellence in Acoustic Consulting was
presented to Dougs Sturz, INCE Board
Certified and principal consultant with
Acentech for 42 years. The William
Lang Award for Distinguished Noise
Control Engineer was awarded to
Ken Kaliski, INCE Board Certified
and member of the Resource Systems
Group (RSG) for 34 years. INCE-USA
also announced a new $6,000 annual
scholarship for any undergraduate or
graduate students studying in the field of
acoustics, vibration, or sound, with an
award preference given to women and
underrepresented minorities in the noise
control profession. A new Member’s
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Choice Award is to be announced soon, with
the hope that there will be numerous member
nominations.
Finally, I hope you have been seeing all of our
posts, tweets, and email blasts, which are part of
a concerted public relations (PR) effort headed by
Mark Storm, our vice president of public relations,
with guidance from our management company
Virtual Inc. There was never a better time to use a
PR initiative than now, to get the word out about
NOISE-CON 2020. I hope everyone had a chance
to attend and found value in this year’s conference.
Yes, we will all miss seeing each other in person,
but that too will return in another year. For one
last time, I would like to thank Gordon Ebbitt
(conference chair), Kristin Cody (conference vice
chair), Paul Donavan, Steve Sorenson, Pranab
Saha, Patricia Davies, Micaela Lindstrom, and
Tony Xue. A big thanks to Virtual Inc. staff Regina
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Young, Casey Lane, Darya Behnia, Carlo Fusaro,
and Bob Olson.
I am happy we are finding our way with our new
INCE Business Office management company,
Virtual Inc., under the account leadership of
John Lessard. John is greatly assisted by Caitlin
McAuslin, who is the voice of and point person for
INCE-USA. Finally, as our past president Steve
Marshall noted last year—and I will echo the
sentiment—INCE-USA’s successes this year were
due to efforts from so many volunteers.
INCE-USA can only continue to be successful with
continued volunteerism. I will end this message
with a question: How can you help?

Michael Bahtiarian

I wish everyone happy holidays and COVID-free
2021.
Michael Bahtiarian
President, INCE-USA NNI

• www.noisenewsinternational.net • www.i-ince.org
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NOISE/NOTES
Eoin A. King, NNI Editor
NNI is on Facebook and Twitter. We
try to keep our readers informed with
noise news from all across the globe by
highlighting interesting research and
projects. Here is a roundup of some of the
stories that have been making headlines.
Follow @NNIEditor to stay up to date
with all noise-related news!
The Noise News Podcast
Episode 2 of The Noise/News is now
available wherever you get your
podcasts. Tune in for a conversation
with Dana Lodico, senior consultant of
Illingworth & Rodkin Inc., and David
Bowen, principal consultant of Acentech.
We discuss all things related to product
noise and a proposed new rating system
(the PNR).
Is There Such a Thing as Too Quiet?
In this article from Bloomberg, we learn
that in the new Rolls-Royce Ghost, early
test audiences reported that the car felt too
quiet—so quiet that it was disorienting
and “bordering on nausea.” To address
this, the car was redesigned to allow
a soft undertone of sound into the car,
which involved changing the rear seat
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frames and the car trunk, among other
modifications.
A Protest in Switzerland
Le News reported that over a weekend
in August, hundreds of motorcyclists
protested in Bern over two parliamentary
initiatives aimed at silencing their
bikes. The proposal sought to restrict
motorcycles that made over 95 dBA
from Swiss roads—which would
restrict an estimated 10 percent of
current motorcycles in Switzerland.
Regulators also want to introduce a
noise radar system that could be used
to fine users on the road for excessive
noise levels.
The Limit of the Speed of Sound
It seems that the fastest possible speed
of sound is about 36 km per second! A
recent study was conducted by researchers
from Queen Mary University of London,
the University of Cambridge, and the
Institute for High Pressure Physics
in Troitsk, and was published in the
journal Science Advances. It showed that
predicting the upper limit of the speed of
sound is dependent on two dimensionless

fundamental constants: the fine structure
constant and the proton-to-electron mass
ratio.
NOISE-CON 2020 Welcomed Nora
Keegan
We had a special speaker at NOISECON 2020! We heard from 14-year-old
Nora Keegan, who has been elevating
the discussion of hand dryer noise from
a common complaint to a documented
issue for children’s hearing. Nora talked
about her studies on hand dryer noise,
her inspiration, her process and methods,
and her more recent activities. Here is
an article from the New York Times that
discusses her work.
Safe and Sound—Autonomous Vehicles,
Safety, and Noise
A paper recently published in Applied
Acoustics is working toward using sound
to improve the safety of autonomous
vehicles, particularly when human drivers
share the road with these vehicles. The
authors combine a direction of arrival
algorithm with LiDAR imaging to
identify the location of a noise source that
is hidden from direct view. NNI
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Series on Noise Research in the European Union
Gijsjan van Blokland, Vice President, Development & Outreach, I-INCE
Eoin A King, NNI Editor
available, of which about €6.3 billion
was reserved for smart, green, and
integrated transport. Although the larger
part of this budget was dedicated to other
environmental topics, there are still a
number of projects that focus on noise.

Noise has become a growing concern
across the European Union, chiefly
because of the clear links between noise
exposure and health. The World Health
Organization has reported that about
one million years of healthy life are lost
each year due to transportation noise
in Europe, while excessive noise in
the workplace causes hearing loss and
tinnitus.

NNI plans to give the floor to these
projects. Since many of them are not yet

finished, mainly expectations
and intermediate results will be
presented, but altogether, this series
will give you an idea of what is cooking
in the EU27 at the moment. We open
the series with a presentation of the
project NEMO, which stands for Noise
and Emission Monitoring. Hope you
enjoy it! NNI

A second concern refers to the functioning
of the internal market. Smooth trade
between EU members requires that
product specifications are harmonized.
For cars, lorries, and motorcycles, the
type approval includes a maximum for the
noise emission. Such is also the case for
different types of machinery.
A third concern is related to international
transport between EU members. In
order to allow smooth access of trains
within different territory, the technical
specifications for rail vehicles (mainly
freight and high speed trains) crossing
borders are harmonized through a
series of Technical Specifications for
Interoperability (TSIs). These TSIs
include noise emission.
These concerns not are only expressed
in regulatory activities but also are
addressed by a series of subsidised
research projects within the research
program Horizon 2020.
The European Union organizes and
finances one of the world largest research
and innovation programs through Horizon
2020. Over the period 2014–2020,
funding of nearly €80 billion was made
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NEMO: Noise Monitoring of Individual Road and
Rail Vehicles—The Challenges
Gijsjan van Blokland (M+P), Bert Peeters (M+P), Irune Indacoechea
Vega (University of Cantabria), Maximilian Ertsey (Müller-BBM),
Truls Berge (SINTEF), Stefan Lutzenberger (Müller-BBM Rail),
Peter Liljenberg (GATE21), and Sonia Alves (Müller-BBM)
Introduction
Harmful effects arising from the transport
sector are some of the most worrisome
problems in Europe. Transport produces
almost a quarter of Europe’s greenhouse
gas emissions and is the main cause of
noise and air pollution in cities. Longterm exposure to noise and pollution
may cause direct health problems, such
as sleep disturbance, stress, asthma, high
blood pressure, and cardiac disease.
According to the European Environment
Agency (EEA), noise is associated with
more than 12,000 premature deaths every
year. Hence, there is a need to design
and manage transport and mobility in a
smarter way.
New noisy vehicles can be partly
controlled through a program of type
approval of new vehicles for both road
and rail. However, existing vehicles may
be of an older type and may not be subject
to stricter modern noise requirements;
they may suffer from low maintenance,
such as leaking exhausts; or they may
have been tampered with. Rail vehicles
with a life expectancy of over 40 years—
especially those vehicles not subjected to
the recently introduced type approval—
are one cause of excessive noise.

What Is NEMO?
Horizon 2020, the European Union’s (EU)
research and innovation programme, is
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funding an initiative by a consortium
of 18 partners from 11 different
EU-member states to develop a uniquely
European system for remote sensing of
the noise and gaseous emission of road
and rail vehicles in real traffic. Such
technologies can be applied to enforce
low-emission zones in cities and to
detect manipulation with silencing and
air cleaning systems.
In addition, innovative infrastructurebased solutions will be developed to
reduce the noise levels and improve
air quality along urban and peri-urban
roads.
Our project is titled Noise and Emissions
Monitoring and Radical (NEMO), and
it has received funding from the EU’s
Horizon 2020 research and innovation
programme under grant agreement No.
860441.
This article will discuss NEMO’s work
on remote sensing technologies for road
and rail vehicle noise emission and the
infrastructure related measures to reduce
road traffic noise.

Noise Emission of Road
Vehicles
There are many challenges in the process
of detecting noise emissions of road
vehicles. One of the first steps is to
find a consensual definition of a “noisy

vehicle.” Generally, a noisy vehicle can
be characterized by one or both of the
following conditions:
1.

A vehicle in a poor or modified
condition.

		 This can be related to exhaust
malfunction, use of an illegal silencer
with no sound absorption, the rattling
sound from goods on a trailer, chains,
and so on. It may cause a sound level
way above the certified type-approval
level or the average vehicle noise
levels. The vehicle owner has the
prime responsibility.
2.

A vehicle driven in a noisy way.

		 Typically, high acceleration, high
engine speed, and/or low gears cause
more vehicle noise. In all cases, the
driver is responsible for causing these
conditions.
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Noisy vehicles can be referred to as
“high emitters.” A vehicle that has
been type approved, is well
maintained, and is driven under normal
conditions is never a high-emitter vehicle,
even if it is subjectively perceived as
annoying.
To detect a high-emitter vehicle, it is
important to distinguish between the
different noise sources from one single
vehicle (see fig. 1). The propulsion and
exhaust noises will be the most relevant
parameters to classify a vehicle as a
high emitter, whereas tire-road noise
and aerodynamic noises, if occurring,
can be treated as unwanted background
noise. So, in summary, a passing vehicle,
depending on the driving conditions (high
speed, high engine speed, or high engine
load), can be noisy while fully complying
with the type-approval regulations for that
type.

Fig. 1. The noise emission from a pass-by vehicle has different components: tire-road-noise
(influenced by the road surface, the tires, and the vehicle speed), propulsion noise (mainly
influenced by the engine type and the air intake), exhaust noise (high in case of poor
maintenance or noisy aftermarket replacement exhausts), and aerodynamic flow noise
(only dominant a higher speed, not relevant within urban environment).

Figure 2 shows the variation in
noise levels that can be attributed
to the variations in driving
conditions.
Thus, the conclusion that a vehicle
is complying with the regulations
cannot be exclusively evaluated based
on the pass-by levels. To justify such
conclusion, a Noise Remote Sensing
Device (N-RSD) is able to normalize
the measured sound levels from a single
event to the sound level that the vehicle
will produce under type-approval
conditions.
A perfect match between real-life
traffic noise measurements and
type-approval conditions will
not be possible. One reason is that
type approval is based on multiple
measurements of a single vehicle under
different driving conditions, while
the N-RSD will need to work with a
single pass-by and uncontrolled driving
conditions. Other deviations from the
type-approval test include the road
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Fig. 2. Pass-by levels (LAmax at 7.5 m distance) of a series of passenger cars passing with
varying speed, engine speed, and engine load. Source: D. Moore, presentation for GRB
Geneva, September 2009.

surface, weather conditions,
background noise, and microphone
position. (See the box on the next page
for more on type-approval testing.)

noise level, and the normalization of the
measuring site.

The measurement inputs to the N-RSD
are the location of the vehicle, the
identification of the engine speed and
load, the estimation of the single-event

As a first attempt to measure the engine
speed (rpm) of a passing vehicle, an
algorithm based on a FFT analysis of
the sound signal has been developed by
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Type Approval of Road Vehicles
All common vehicles registered in EU member countries must comply with
technical specifications concerning safety, exhaust emission, lighting, and so on.
These specifications are uniform over the EU-27 and enable free trade between EU
countries; a member state cannot force additional requirements. To facilitate trade in
and outside the EU, technical specifications are harmonized under the umbrella of
United Nations Economic Commission of Europe in Geneva. These specifications
include a maximum permissible noise emission of the vehicle. A minimum level
is also defined for safety considerations, for example, to protect visually impaired
pedestrians.
The maximum emission is measured in a drive-by test, under precisely defined
conditions of vehicle speed and vehicle acceleration. For passenger cars, the vehicle
speed at the microphone positions (see fig. 3) shall be 50 km/h. The required
acceleration is composed of a weighted average of wide-open throttle (WOT) passby and constant speed cruise-by tests, with different gear ratios. This weighted
average is assumed to represent the average maximum acceleration for that vehicle
type in urban conditions. For vehicles with high power-to-mass ratios, the target
acceleration will be higher than for medium or low-powered
vehicles.

Fig. 3. Test site geometry and dimensions. Source: ISO362:2015.

The maximum allowed level for passenger cars under these test conditions was
lowered from 82 dB at the introduction of this system to the current 72 dB.
Not all reductions were technical; some lowering of levels was caused by
changes in the test procedure. For heavy vehicles, a different test procedure is
designed, with relatively high engine speed and vehicle load but at a lower vehicle
speed of 35 km/h. Maximum noise levels were lowered over time from 92 to 80 dB,
but recently an increase to 84 dB was introduced to compensate for a change in test
procedure.
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SINTEF. This algorithm has been tested
on 7 accelerating vehicles (controlled
pass-by), including one motorcycle with
modified exhaust system (fig. 4).
Figure 5 shows an example of estimation
of the engine speed for a passenger car
with petrol engine, with high acceleration
over 30 m.
The first results show that the algorithm
works when the vehicles are driven with
a high engine speed, as is the case for
high accelerating vehicles. The work
will continue to validate the system with
different types of vehicles and to different
driving conditions and locations.

Classification Model
The data measured by the N-RSD system
are fed into a classification model. The
classification model will correct the
measured maximum noise level for these
differences as much as possible. Input for
the model, besides the noise measurement,
will be the vehicle speed, acceleration,
and engine speed. Using these values, the
noise level will need to be normalized
toward reference conditions equal or
close to the type-approval test. Technical
information about the vehicle and
engine, such as the power-to-mass ratio,
will be obtained from the license plate.
Besides the total noise level, the spectral
characteristics are important: separation
between rolling noise and propulsion
noise will partially be done by regarding
especially the lower frequency range, or
by identifying tonal components. These
data will be collected in a database to
find the required relations between all
parameters and to compare each vehicle
to a specific threshold, under reference
conditions.
The advantage of using an unsupervised
monitoring system is the large amount of
data that will be available after a certain
measurement period. This allows for
machine learning techniques to be applied
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conditions and be able to identify more
vehicles that are too loud.

Challenges
In summary, the main challenges
addressed within the noise emission work
package will be
•

the development of a horizontal array
to separate the emission from one
individual vehicle;

•

continuous speed monitoring to
measure the momentary speed as
well as the acceleration (acceleration
combined with engine speed and
vehicle mass defines the engine
load);

•

the determination of the engine
firing frequency from narrow band
spectral analysis (combined with
the number of this gives the engine
speed—when combined with the
vehicle speed, the gear ratio is to be
found);

•

the development of a model that
normalizes the noise level to
reference driving conditions and
then classifies each vehicle as low,
medium, or high emitter given its
technical details.

Fig. 4. Test of a motorcycle for engine speed detection.

Fig. 5. Example of engine speed estimation of an accelerating passenger car; the green
line is the estimated engine speed, and the magenta line is drawn through dots indicating
“safe detections.”

and to tune the model to specific vehicle
categories, engine types, vehicle age, and
so on. As more data come in, the model
will become better trained and more
accurate. At first, the model will not be
able to correct for all parameters, and the
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precision will be lower: it will be able to
identify only exceptionally high emitters,
which may already be helpful in tackling
annoyance. As the model is better trained
with more data, it will be more specific
toward vehicle properties and driving
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At the moment, two configurations of
traffic stream and microphone locations
are studied. One configuration is beside
the road at the standardized position of
7.5 m from the center of the drive lane
(see fig. 6). The other consists of the
microphone array on a portal above the
road. The latter has several advantages:
First, it can also be applied with
multilane roads; second, an offset by the
passing vehicle from the center of the
lane has a minor effect on the distance
from the source to the microphone; and
third, the body will shield part of the
rolling noise. This configuration also
harmonizes with the configuration that
will be developed in the NEMO part for
monitoring the gaseous emission of road
vehicles.
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Noise Emission of Rail
Vehicles
The noise issues from rail traffic
are dominated by freight transport.
First, since freight wagons are often
equipped with cast iron block brakes
that corrugate the rolling surface of the
wheel and thus cause excessive rolling
noise compared with the more silent
disc brakes used on passenger vehicles.
Second, on crowded rail lines, freight
traffic is scheduled in the night to avoid
disturbing the timetable for passenger
connections.
New rail vehicles designed for crossborder operations in the EU-27, such
as freight wagons and high-speed
trains, have to comply with technical
requirements: the Technical Specifications
for Interoperability (TSI). The sound
emission is regulated in the TSI-noise.
Maximum levels are defined for wagons
and trains at a speed of 80 km/h, based
on the number of axles and length.
The specified limit values rule out the
applications of cast iron brake blocks.
Additionally, limits are set for selfpropelling vehicles for stationary noise
emission, sound levels during acceleration
from standstill and the sound levels in the
drivers’ cabin.
Freight wagons can be silenced
significantly by replacing the conventional
cast iron blocks with brake blocks made
of composite materials, such as the LL or
K types. To stimulate the application of
these slightly more expensive materials,
railway operators apply a track access
charge that depends on the rolling noise
level (or actual on the type and material of
the brake system).
In 2020, Switzerland has started to
ban wagons with cast iron brakes; in
Germany the ban will start on December
13, 2020. From that time, wagons
equipped with noisy brakes will not be
allowed to be operated in both countries.
In the frame of the TSI-Noise, only
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Fig. 6. Microphone locations being tested.

Fig. 7. Existing setup for pass-by measurements of trains. The microphone configuration
complies with ISO 3095. Light gates define the position of the front and rear of the train.
For the NEMO project, an identification system with both RFID readers and optical reader
are added.

wagons compliant with the TSI-Noise
are allowed to operate on quieter routes
from December 8, 2024, in the EU. The
enforcement, however, has practical
restrictions regarding the enforcement of
the law.
Until now it has only been possible to
enforce the rolling noise levels for a total
train. If a train is composed of a mix
of wagons and possibly a mix of brake
systems, no monitoring is possible on
the level of individual wagons. The line

operator has to rely on the declaration
of the operator of the train. Since the
wagons in a freight train often originate
from different wagon owners, mistakes
are often made, and enforcement is
nearly impossible. Enforcement currently
requires a manual check of the documents
of each wagon. Monitoring, however, may
support this task.
It is the objective of the NEMO part on
rail vehicles to determine rolling noise
levels of individual wagons in a freight
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train and to identify the wagon based on
its unique identification code (UIC). Such
will greatly improve the reliability of the
NDTAC system and stimulate the further
application of low noise technology (see
fig. 7).

Infrastructure Measures
for Noise

Challenges to Measuring and
Identifying Train Noise
The two major challenges that have to be
addressed in measuring and identifying
train noise are as follows:
1.

The measurement of the emission of
an individual freight wagon in a train.

		 A train can be seen as a series of
wagons, each wagon with a series of
two or more bogies, each emitting
a specific noise level. First, all
individual bogie emissions must be
assessed, and the wagons must be
identified. Next, the noise emission
of all bogies belonging to the same
wagons must be combined into a
wagon emission. Additionally, the
parameter “number of axles/length”
has to be determined, since with
higher axle densities, higher emission
is allowed in the TSI.
2.

The identification of the wagon.

		 To attribute the sound emission to
a specific wagon, its UIC must be
known. At the moment, not many
wagons are equipped with a RFID
that can be read out. If that is not
the case, the code written at the side
shall be determined using optical
technologies. NEMO intends to use
industrial high-speed cameras and
artificial intelligence to identify the
wagon number.
A version of such a system is at the
moment running on several spots
along major German rail lines
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(see https://www.laerm-monitoring.
de/). This is the basis for the NEMO
system. NEMO will expand the system
performance to contribute to quieter rail
traffic in Europe.

In addition to the already indicated
noise and air pollution caused by road
traffic, the wear and tear from tires
has found to significantly contribute
to the flow of microplastics into the
environment. In fact, according to
the Swedish Environmental Agency,
the most important emissions of
microplastics in Sweden are road wear
and abrasion of tires, with about 13,000
tons released every year. Although the
fate of this pollutant is uncertain, there
are estimations indicating a relative
contribution of 5–15 percent to the total
amount of plastics ending up in the
oceans.
Therefore, noise, exhaust emissions, and
microplastics are increasing concerns that
need to be urgently addressed to reduce
the impact on human health and the
environment. In this sense, it is generally
acknowledged that the type of road
surface determines for a large part the
sound emissions of the passing vehicles.
In particular, porous surface types present
noise-absorbing capabilities, which have
been demonstrated to have a reduction
potential for both light and heavy vehicles
compared to a conventional smooth
dense surface. Along the same line,
porous asphalt mixtures are expected
to contribute to reducing microplastics
release to the environment by harvesting a
considerable amount of them within their
pore network.
Thus, to help mitigate the most worrying
emissions generated within the road
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environment, the NEMO work package
will develop two types of road surfaces:
one specifically designed for urban traffic
and one for peri-urban/rural roads. These
surfaces will exhibit capabilities for noise
suppression and, in the case of peri-urban
roads, microparticle harvesting will be
especially pursued. To take advantage
of the higher surface area provided by
the porous network, the extension of
the environmental efficiency of the road
surfaces with NOx reducing capabilities
will also be carried out.

Challenges to Optimizing
Pavements
The NEMO work package on
infrastructure faces the following
challenges with regard to optimizing
pavements with enhanced environmental
efficiency for noise, microparticles, and
reduction of exhaust emissions:
1.

To develop an effective noisereducing surface that is durable under
urban traffic conditions and that
combines effective photocatalytic
materials to improve air quality in
high emission zones.

2.

To develop a road surface for periurban application that not only
exhibits effective noise reduction
but also has positive effects on the
pollution with microplastics from the
wear of tires, including the collection
and measurement of retained
particles.

3.

To develop a noise-reducing road
surface by optimizing texture and
voids content and at the same time
limiting the increase of rolling
resistance.

Read More
The NEMO project results are available
on the website: https://nemo-cities.eu/. NNI
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The First International Anti-noise Conventions/
Congresses: 1895–1912
Walter Montano, Technical Department, Arquicust, Gualeguaychu, Argentina
This is the first of a series of articles
documenting the history of global
actions seeking to control noise. These
are provided as contributions to the
upcoming 50th anniversary of I-INCE
and its international efforts to create the
environment for important discussions
on noise control at the INTER-NOISE
conferences. They are also contributions
to the International Year of Sound
2020–2021. It is easy to celebrate our
achievements in the current century,
but it is important to be aware of and
acknowledge the efforts of the pioneers of
former centuries.

Introduction
During the nineteenth century and early
years of the twentieth century, there
were many news articles about antinoise movements organized by groups in
different US, Australian, and European
cities. These movements were focused
mainly on local problems. For some,
this stance was for religious reasons,
as they wanted a silent environment in
which to pray to God. For others, they
opposed noise to avoid sleep disturbance.
However, the goal of this article is to
describe the effort and actions of three
anti-noise groups that were first to identify
noise as a global issue, taking the stance
that worldwide action was needed for its
control.

The Early Technology for
“Sound Measurement”
For centuries, musicians wanted
to measure objectively sound’s
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physical characteristics. Philosophers,
mathematicians, and physicists developed
mechanical devices using rotating mirrors,
flames, tuning forks, perforated wheels,
strings with weights, and so on. But all
of these tools were inaccurate. Another
problem was the lack of standardized
units for one universal way to measure
sound levels.
It is believed that the first sound recording
device was made by the French inventor
Édouard-Léon Scott de Martinville,
which he patented in 1857 as the
phonautograph. A major limitation was
that this device could not reproduce the
sound that had been recorded. It was not
until 1877 that Thomas Edison designed
the first sound recording device, called
the phonograph, which could reproduce
the sound that it had recorded. In 1878,
Edison developed a better version of
his phonograph to measure the noise
produced by the Metropolitan Elevated
Railway of New York. This new device,
the phonautograph, included a pencil

attached to a horsehair and so was
capable of drawing the sound wave on a
cylinder in dotted lines (New York Times,
“The Never-Tiring Edison,” July 12,
1878, p. 8). There are many publications
about Edison’s pioneering work, but he
nonetheless did not have a metric for his
sound measurements.
The inventor Hiram Maxim (1840–1916)
proposed “to measure” the sound level,
as published in the San Francisco Call
newspaper on August 11, 1895. This
came about because he was called to
be part of a legal dispute about noise
emission from an electric power plant
(see fig. 1). Like Edison, Maxim was
seeking a standardized noise metric, and
he proposed to compare the records from
the phonometer for the power plant noise
with the record from the sound of a lead
shot dropped from 1 m.
In December 1905, in Boston, a
phonograph recording was admitted as
evidence for the first time in US courts.
The record was considered objective
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Fig. 1. Hiram’s proposal for a system of noise measurement by means of a “unit of sound.”

p. 1547), and a letter to the editor of the
Times on December 5, 1895, is signed by
Charles Fox, ASSN president. The Lancet,
on May 28, 1898 (“Street Noises,”
p. 1481), remarked on the ASSN’s work
and the importance of this association.
The ASSN presented to the home
secretary, asking whether the government
would take measures to introduce a
bill dealing with street noises (Times,
December 13, 1897, p. 4); however, there
are no references of ASSN after 1899.

The Street Noise Abatement
Committee
In March 1902, to take action politically,
the Betterment of London Association
(BLA) was formed (Saturday Review
of Politics, Literature, Science, and Art,
“Street Noises,” vol. 93, p. 359), and two
months later the Street Noise Abatement
Committee (Medical Record: A Weekly
Journal of Medicine and Surgery 61,
January 5–June 28, 1902, p. 662) was
created as an offshoot of the BLA.
Thomas Bowden Green and Sir Theodore
Martin (1816–1909) were among their
presidents.
Fig. 2. Articles from the Los Angeles Herald (January 22, 1906, p. 6) and Daily Chieftain
(Vinita, Indian Territory, OK, January 5, 1906, p. 2).

proof of a noise problem against the
Boston Elevated Railroad. This case
evidently had a big impact, as there were
many reports about it in US newspapers.
Ten years after Maxim considered a
possible way to visualize the sound
waves, a system using a phonograph, a
photometer, and an oscillometer led to a
substantial fine for the railroad company
(see articles in fig. 2, published in 1906).
Unfortunately, the names of the people
who conducted these noise measurements
are not known.

London’s Earliest Anti-noise
Groups
From as early as the 1890s, an astonishing
number of articles were disseminated
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in the medical press in England about
the existence of anti-noise groups.
Notwithstanding that there was no reliable
instrumentation to measure sound levels,
they put much emphasis on the need
“to measure” the annoying noise and to
counter its effect on mental disturbance,
neurasthenia, and other psychological
disorders.

The Association for the
Suppression of Street Noises
In London in 1895, the Association for
the Suppression of Street Noises (ASSN)
was created, and this event is mentioned
in December of the same year in the
British Medical Journal (“Street Noises,”
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It is interesting how advanced knowledge
about the problems from noise was in this
period. In July 1907, these organizations
estimated the depreciation of property,
and many newspapers and others
reproduced their report on “Noisy Streets
and House Property in London” (fig. 3;
Lancet 1907, p. 1481). Although the Street
Noise Abatement Committee appears in
the Trades Directory of 1914 (“Societies,
Associations and Institutions,” p. 1923),
there is no mention of it in the general
media after 1911.

Society for the Suppression
of Unnecessary Noise
In December 1906, the Society for the
Suppression of Unnecessary Noise was
formed by Julia Barnett Rice (1860–1929)
in New York City (New York Daily,
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“Crusades on Noises,” December 4, 1906,
p. 8; New York Times, “Mrs. Rice Now
Attacks All Needless Noise,” December
9, 1906, p. 12; Thompson 2004, p. 121).
There was worldwide media coverage of
the society.
To demonstrate how annoying the noise
from different sources could be, Rice
involved students from Columbia Law
School (known as “night owls”) to help.
They recorded on gramophones dozens
of noise samples (“canned noise,” as
newspapers refer to them), and she used
them for her presentations and meetings.
On November 13, 1908, she opened
a branch in Boston City, and during

her conference at Hotel Vendome, she
reproduced sounds with an interesting
outcome: “After telling of her work
Mrs. Rice turned on the canned noise to
show its result. She got it sooner than
expected, for after about three selections
irate office tenants in nearby buildings
telephoned wild calls for help to the
Boston police. The canned noise was
shut off hurriedly” (New York Tribune,
“Canned Noise Effective,” November 14,
1908, p. 1).
Figure 4 shows images extracted
from newspapers of different
countries; for example, “The Phonograph
as Evidence” was published on

February 5, 1907, in the Herald of
Melbourne.
One important focus for Rice was the
reduction of noise levels near hospitals.
She was medically trained, so she knew
that noise could have a negative influence
on people who are recovering and could
induce mental disturbance. There are
many articles about Rice’s life and work
that demonstrate she was a visionary.
Among her proposals were acoustic
zoning in cities, silent areas around
hospital and schools, anti-noise bills,
and special educational programs on the
problems of unnecessary noises. She
advocated worldwide action against noise
by means of international meetings and
congresses.
As one can observe in figure 5,
humorists were aware of noisy cars
back in 1902 and knew the importance
of keeping quiet near hospitals. Rice’s
efforts led to the first bill to create silent
zones around hospitals in New York City
in 1907.

Fig. 3. Articles from the Hawera and Normanby Star (New Zealand, July 24, 1907, p. 5),
the Lancet (July 27, 1907, p. 270), and the British Medical Journal (“Noise in London,”
November 26, 1906, p. 1513.).

Rice also started an “international
rally,” visiting some European countries
to discuss noise problems and how they
affect human health, and she promoted
the creation of local anti-noise societies.

Fig. 4. News articles about Rice’s anti-noise campaign from different countries.
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Fig. 5. Comic supplement of the New York Journal and American, February 9, 1902.

The First International
Anti-noise Convention

Fig. 6. The German anti-noise society in the news: Washington Times (March 29, 1908,
sec. 2, p. 1) and La Liberté (Paris, March 19, 1911, p. 1).

She traveled as far as Australia. The Critic
from Hobart (Tasmania) on September
28, 1907, published the following:
“Casual chat. New York has a Society
for the suppression of unnecessary noise.
Its president Mrs. L. Rice, is setting out
on a world tour. There is a very general
feeling that she should visit our fourteen
Parliaments—they are responsible for
a fearful amount of quite unnecessary
noise” (p. 7). She was also focused on
organizing an “international anti-noise
convention,” and this took place in
London in August 1909.

The German Anti-noise
Society
The Deutscher Lärmschutzverband
society was created by Theodor Lessing
(1872–1933) in Germany in 1908,
inspired by Rice’s society (Goodyear
2011). Lessing was a very well-known
philosopher committed to improving
political and social problems, and noise
was one of them (Baron 1982, p. 169).
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Lessing had a controversial view about
noise and modernism. He published two
anti-noise articles in 1901 and 1902, and
“in his opinion, which clearly revealed
Schopenhauer’s influence, the human
desire to make noise emanated from
an unconscious urge to repress selfconsciousness and its awareness of the
pain of existence” (p. 167).
He published the Der Antirüpel (The antirowdy) magazine as the official organ
of his anti-noise society—after the first
issue, the title was changed to Das Recht
auf Stille (The right to quiet)—which
served as a forum for every facet of his
noise abatement movement (Baron 1982,
p. 170).
Lessing’s descendants have made
available his personals notebooks
(Goodyear 2011), and these provide
his thoughts on noise problems. He
was not only concerned about noise in
Germany but also sought a worldwide
fight against unnecessary noises (Baron
1982, p. 175).
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On August 11–14, 1909, the First
International Anti-noise Convention was
held in London at the Ritz Hotel. This
was organized by Julia Barnett Rice, and
there are some articles mentioning that
more than four countries “were present.”
However, the records are limited, and they
are mostly from German media. The only
names that are known for sure (according
to Lessing’s notebook) are Rice, Bowden
Green (from the London society), and
Lessing (Goodyear 2011). A resolution of
this convention was “that an international
effort to suppress unnecessary and
objectionable noises should be made,
that the attention of legislative and
municipal authorities should be directed
to the subject, and that the world’s Press
be requested to accord its powerful
support to a movement which cannot be
otherwise than beneficial to the health and
well-being of the community, and which
is particularly necessary to teachers,
students, and the professional classes”
(Evening Star, Dunedin, New Zealand,
November 11, 1909, p.7).
In Lessing’s notebook, he described the
different sound identities of German
and Austrian cities, which today would
be described as “city soundscapes”
(Goodyear 2011, p. 11). According to
Goodyear, “Lessing seemed frustrated,
however, by the statements of the other
conference participants as they all said
that the noise in their cities was by far
the worst in the world” (p. 11). For the
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Fig. 7. The First International Anti-noise Convention in the news.

The Anti-noise Committee of
the Baltimore City Medical
Society

Fig. 8. The anti-noise crusade by Baltimore City Medical Society.

press, on the other hand, the debate was
considered an interesting subject for
discussion and provided short, exciting
headlines. The Daily Mail (August 14,
1909) proclaimed that according to Rice,
the “noisiest capitals” of the world were
“Paris, followed by New York, London
and Berlin” (Goodyear 2011, p. 11). It
seems that the nonsensical discussion
that is presented in the press even in the
twenty-first century about “the noisiest
cities in the world” had its origin in
1909. Regular international congresses
were proposed to be held every two
years, with the first one in Berlin in June
1910 and the second in New York City
in 1912.
The First International Anti-noise
Congress was canceled because Lessing
did not have sufficient local support in
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Germany, and he was highly criticized
by his political opponents. Later,
Lessing abandoned his work against
noise nuisance, and the Deutscher
Lärmschutzverband withdrew from civil
actions (Goodyear 2011). Finally, it was
disbanded in 1914, before World War I
(Baron 1982, p. 174).
The Second International Anti-noise
Congress was due to take place in 1912
in New York, but from the lack of press
coverage, it seems it did not proceed.
There is no evidence of cancellation.
However, in August of the same year,
the Ninth International Otological
Congress was held in Boston at
Harvard Medical School, and there are
some records referring to this congress
as if it were an international anti-noise
congress.

On October 18, 1912, right after the
Boston Ninth International Otological
Congress, the Anti-noise Committee
of the Baltimore City Medical Society
was created. Dr. William T. Watson,
the chairman, directed an interesting
campaign on “how each physician may
help the anti-noise cause.” In 1911, efforts
led to the passing of a bill in Baltimore
to create a hospital zone law, though
this only went into effect in 1913 when
the street signs were erected (Bulletin of
the Medical and Chirurgical Faculty of
Maryland, January 1913).
The Baltimore Medical Society’s work
resulted in six articles in the January
1913 issue of the Bulletin that discussed
medical and legal aspects of noise
problems, as shown in figure 8 (Bulletin,
p. 94).

The Ligue Contre le Bruit
in France
Following the “world tour” by Rice, a
Ligue du silence was created in 1908 in
Paris. Then in Le Gaulois, in the July
26, 1913, issue, an article reported the
formation of the Ligue contre le bruit
(The league against noise), created
in Paris with M. André Lebesgue as
president and M. Jules Passihaut as vice
president (see fig. 9).
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Fig. 9. Ligue contre le bruit mentioned in Le Gaulois of July 26, 1913.

This article also mentions that in
December 1909, some Parisians presented
to the municipal council the intention
to create an anti-noise league (Gallica
2020); it could be supposed that they may
have been people who had a meeting with
Rice in Paris.

Conclusion
The three 1900s anti-noise groups from
different countries began a worldwide
fight against unnecessary and annoying
noise, raising the concern that noise
is a health problem in cities and that
it is important to find a solution to
this problem through legal actions.
However, the start of World War I in
1914 ended the work of all anti-noise
groups. Nevertheless, the society
started by Rice continued in New York
City until her death in 1929. And the
measurement of sound developed with
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the technology in the following decades.
This enabled later government agencies
and scientists to quantify noise levels,
leading eventually to noise ordinances,
noise limits, and policies. However,
we should be grateful to the efforts of
these early pioneers, in particular those
of Rice, who was aware of the health
effects of excess noise and took action
to seek international collaboration to
implement noise control.
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New Floor Impact Sound Test Data available from Ecore
PE R FO R M E D BY I NTE RTE K I N D EP EN D EN T I A S - C ER T I F I ED L A B I N YO R K , PA

Floor impact sound levels from Ecore’s Vinyl Rx were 13dB lower than those from generic VCT and LVT. This
makes Vinyl Rx an excellent choice for uses like hospitals where the standard flooring choice to reduce noise,
carpet, presents many maintenance and health issues.
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How I Became a Noise Control Engineer
Jim Thompson, PhD, PE, INCE Board Cert
For those who do not know me, I have
worked in noise control my entire
career of 46 years. I am now retired, but
I still actively engage with INCE-USA.
I have served as president and as vice
president a few times, and currently, I am
editor of the Noise Control Engineering
Journal. I always enjoy hearing why
people got into noise control. These
stories tell me a lot about people when
meeting them for the first time—or when
talking to those who I have known for
a long time! I hope you find my story
interesting. I will confess that I also hope
this short discussion helps to explain my
passion for noise control and perhaps
instills a little more passion about the
profession in you.
When I was young, I developed a great
interest in cars, particularly in automobile
engines. In junior high school, I had
books about engines and knew the
specs for most US engines and many in
European cars. I decided to get a degree
in mechanical engineering and design
engines as a profession. I knew this would
require at least an MS and was committed
to getting this degree before leaving
school.
Unfortunately, I found out in my
sophomore year that I would have to
take courses in organic chemistry to
understand combustion and be successful
in engine design. This was a problem.
I did not like chemistry, and my whole
focus on engines had been on the
mechanical side of things. My bubble
bust. I did not see engine design as what I
wanted to do anymore and was not excited
about any other aspect of mechanical
engineering.
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To try to explore mechanical engineering
and help pay for school, I entered the coop program. I went to work for a small
mechanical and electrical consulting firm
in Baltimore. They did mostly HVAC
and electrical design for institutional
buildings. I started out as a draftsman.
Yes, before CAD—drawing with pencil or
ink on Mylar.
During my second semester assignment,
the engineer responsible for the group in
which I worked dropped about five books
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on my drawing table and said, “You are
going to be our office noise expert,” and
walked away. I had no knowledge of
noise or acoustics—I was a sophomore
student. Later, he sat down and explained
that they had just gotten a project to
design the mechanical and electrical
systems for one of the Washington, DC,
metro stations and the specs included
stringent noise requirements. This was
a big project for the company. His goal
was for me to write a noise control
manual for the office before my semester
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was up, to provide guidance on this
project.
I should explain that my boss was
from the inner city of Baltimore. While
working at this firm, he put himself
through the Johns Hopkins engineering
program and rose from a draftsman to a
principal engineer. He was no dummy,
and he did not take no for an answer.
When he walked in each morning looking
at the rows of drafting tables, he would
say, “I only want to see a––holes and
elbows.” I had no choice but to become
the office noise expert.
I worked for six weeks on only that
manual, learning guidelines for noise
emissions from motors, pumps, fans,
ducts, lighting, ballast, and transformers.
I gave my best attempt to write a manual,
and for the first time, I had someone in
the secretarial pool typing a document for
me. (Yes, before there were computers on
every desk.) My boss gave it back to me
the next day. There was so much red on
it, I thought he had cut himself. It took 10
iterations and the rest of the semester to
get to a version he was willing to release.
I knew my boss’s nature. The final version
came when he asked if I thought it was
ready for release and I said yes and would
not back down when he said it was not.
Well, I went back to school interested
in noise. I found out there was a
senior technical elective noise control
course. I also did my senior project on
a noise problem in the auditorium in
the continuing education center. To my
surprise, there was a research project on
the acoustics of industrial spaces where I
could work on my MS.
Now I was ready to look for a job in noise
control. There was only one problem:
no one was offering me a job doing
noise control. I talked to industrial and
institutional design firms with no luck.
I was convinced that building acoustics
was what I wanted to do. Finally, on a
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fluke, I interviewed with a large chemical
company. To my surprise, they got excited
when I said I wanted to do noise control.
They had an open position and could
not find anyone to fill it. It was working
on noise control to protect workers in
chemical plants—not building acoustics,
but it was noise control, nonetheless.
I worked there for five years and learned a
great deal about noise control, dosimetry,
audiology, people, and business. Then I
went back to school for my PhD. Through a
few stops and starts, I ended up working on
noise from small engines. I was able to take
my interest in noise control to a new level
and decided I wanted a faculty position.
When I graduated, I took a position in the
mechanical engineering department at a
major state university. I established myself
and was working on several projects and
had several graduate students.
Then out of the blue came an offer
from the world’s largest tire company.
They had a new hemi-anechoic facility
and needed to show its impact on
the noise performance of their tires.
It was an offer I could not refuse: an
opportunity to get back into automotive
doing noise control with great resources

and support. To make a long story short, I
stayed there for 12 years and worked with
every major automotive manufacturer in
the world. After this, I worked for several
consultants mostly in automotive noise.
My final position before retirement
was with the National Institute for
Occupational Safety and Health. There, I
was chief of the Hearing Loss Prevention
Branch. I was back to occupational noise.
It was a great way to end my career—
working to help people and being part
of the government’s efforts to prevent
hearing loss. This opportunity renewed
my sense of service to people at large.
My passion for noise control can be
summarized in the conversations I had
with retired miners. Statistically, 80
percent of miners over 60 have significant
hearing loss. This is much greater than
the 10–15 percent that would be expected
for those without extreme noise exposure.
These are tough guys, and seeing them
cry while telling me they could not
communicate with their grandchildren
was something I will never forget.
Whether it was chance or an innate
interest in mechanical system dynamics,
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I went from a plan to do engine design to
noise control. I have enjoyed my career
in noise control. I have had the chance to
participate in a many different aspects of
the profession and maintain my childhood
interest in cars. Along the way, I have
developed a passion about the protection
of hearing, and I do all that I can to make
people aware of the need to do more. I
can honestly say that I feel blessed to
have had the opportunity to work in this
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profession and to have had a small part
in making people’s lives better. I plan to
continue to be involved in noise control,
especially with INCE-USA, for as long
as I can. I can only hope to have more
opportunities to contribute to people’s
quality of life and my chosen profession.
When I started my career, noise
control was, at best, a necessary evil in
engineering departments. Fortunately,
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it has now become a value adder
for many products. The future of
noise control is in sound management—
not just reducing noise but also
manipulating noise and sound to make it
a positive. We have evolved from simply
reducing noise to managing sound as part
of the product experience or environment.
There is an exciting future in noise
control, with many innovations yet to
come. NNI
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Up to 9 dB noise reduction
by using diffraction

info@4silence.nl
www.4silence.nl
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INTER-NOISE 2021 Congress: Call for Papers

On behalf of the INTER-NOISE 2021
Congress organization, we invite you
to submit an abstract for the 50th
International Congress and Exposition on
Noise Control Engineering that will be
held in Washington, DC, USA on August
1–4, 2021.

Message from the Congress President (Raj Singh)
INTER-NOISE 2021 will be a hybrid congress, with both “live/in-person” and
“virtual” programs. Please submit an abstract even if you will not be able to be
in Washington in person next summer, as we will have both “live/in-person” and
“virtual” technical sessions.

INTER-NOISE 2021 will be a hybrid
congress, with both “live/in-person” and
“virtual” programs. Please submit an
abstract even if you will not be able to be
in Washington in person next summer, as
we will have both “live/in-person” and
“virtual” technical sessions.

The congress’s theme is “Next 50 Years
of Noise Control,” and the program
will cover all aspects of noise control
engineering, acoustics, and vibration.
Special sessions or events will be held on
the 50th INTER-NOISE congress and on
other relevant topics.

The congress is organized by INCE-USA
and ProAcústica (Brazil), on behalf of
I-INCE. Cooperative societies that support
the 50th congress include the Acoustical
Society of America, SAE International,
the Spanish Acoustic Society, and the
Korean Society for Noise and Vibration
Engineering.

INTER-NOISE 2021 provides an
excellent opportunity for engineers
and scientists working in the field of
noise control, acoustics, and vibration
to come together and exchange ideas
about their profession. With more than
one hundred technical sessions covering
a wide range of issues facing the noise
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control industry and many exhibitors in
attendance, you don’t want to miss this
event!

Summary of Important Dates
• Abstract Submission Opens | October
15, 2020
• Registration Opens | December 15,
2020
• Abstract Submission Deadline |
January 15, 2021
• Young Professionals Grant Application
Deadline | January 15, 2021
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• Final Paper Submission Deadline |
April 7, 2021
• Early-Bird Registration Deadline for
Authors | April 7, 2021
• Regular Registration Rate Applies
from | June 15, 2021
• Full Congress Program Posted | June
15, 2021

For More Information

• YouTube Channel

More details are available
on the following hyperlinks. Feel free to
sign up via https://internoise2021.org/ for
updates!

• Exposition and Sponsorship
Prospectus

• Conference Website
• Technical Program

You can also contact the organization at
secretariat@internoise2021.org.
Thank you—we are looking forward to
your participation! NNI

COMPREHENSIVE ACOUSTICAL
TESTING & CONSULTING

Our East and West Coast labs offer the most comprehensive suite of testing services in the industry.
Growing concern about the effect of sound on
human performance has led to increased regulation.
Ensure compliance and assess the performance of your
building product or system by utilizing Intertek’s full suite
of acoustical capabilities.
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•
•
•
•
•

Sound Absorption
Sound Transmission
Impact Sound Transmission
Sound Power
Field Testing

FOR MORE INFORMATION

1.800.WORLDLAB
icenter@intertek.com

intertek.com/building
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INTER-NOISE 2020 Report
remarks. Dr. Yang-Hann Kim, the
honorary chair of this year’s INTERNOISE, then took to the stage to say a
few words of welcome and noted that
they were opening a new gate to the world
through the e-congress.
Dr. Patricia Davies, vice president of
I-INCE, then connected to the stage from
the United States, via Zoom, to present
an overview of the I-INCE technical
activities. The opening ceremony then
concluded, just prior to the first plenary
lecture of the conference.

INTER-NOISE 2020, the 49th
International Congress and Exposition
on Noise Control Engineering, organized
by the Korean Society for Noise and
Vibration Engineering (KSNE) on behalf
I-INCE, was held as an e-congress on
August 23–26, 2020. It was originally
scheduled to be held at the COEX
Convention Center, Seoul, Korea.
With over 865 registered attendees,
the conference received 821 abstract
submissions with 649 paper submissions,
which were spread across 18 different
technical areas (involving the
participation of 134 international and
80 local area and session organizers).
There were 2 plenary lectures, 3 keynote
speakers, and 13 special live presentation
sessions. While organizing a conference
of this size requires significant time and
effort from many individuals, the principal
congress organizers were Yang-Hann Kim
(honorary chair), Semyung Wang (general
chair), Jin Yong Jeon (technical chair),
and Yeon June Kang (secretary general).
This year, the theme of the conference
was “Advances in Noise and Vibration
Control Technology,” and contributions
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came from approximately 50 countries
around the world.

Opening the Conference—
Sunday, August 23
The opening ceremony took place as a
live ceremony with some key figures
in attendance in Seoul. It was both
livestreamed and available for people
to watch again on YouTube (in fact,
by the end of the congress, it was
viewed over 1,000 times!). It included
a series of welcoming remarks and
an overview of the e-congress and its
technical program.
The general chair, Dr. Semyung Wang,
took to the podium to welcome everyone
to the congress. He expressed his sincere
gratitude to the I-INCE Board for their
invaluable contribution in the organization
of the conference.
The I-INCE president, Dr. Bob Bernhard,
then joined via teleconference to welcome
all participants and declared the congress
officially open.
Following this, Dr. Moon Kyu Kwak
(KSNE president) gave some welcoming

Plenary Lecture 1—Progress
in NVH Technology for Future
Mobility
Jaeheon Kim, vice president of
Automotive R&D Division at Hyundai
Motor Group, gave the first plenary
lecture, titled “Progress in NVH
Technology for Future Mobility.” In this
presentation, he noted that new means
of transportation will not just allow new
ways of travel; they will change the way
we live our lives. He also noted that it is
important to look at how these changes
of future mobility can affect NVH
technology.

The Technical Sessions—
Monday, August 24, to
Wednesday, August 26
The technical program began on Monday,
August 24. Prior to the congress, all
authors recorded a video presentation
of their paper, and while the conference
was in session, all registrants could look
at any technical talk they wished, via
the e-congress website. There were also
options to post questions to the authors
and give presentations a thumbs-up.
Further, these videos could be accessed by
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participants for a number of weeks after
the conference ended.
There were 18 technical sessions in
total—covering everything from acoustic
materials to artificial intelligence for
noise/vibration engineering.
From a personal perspective, while I
was disappointed not to travel to South
Korea and have the usual back-andforth discussions, I found the e-congress
website easy to navigate, and I was very
happy to change from session to session at
the click of a button—no rushing between
rooms and trying to close doors silently
during a talk. It was truly an impressive
congress experience, especially

Fig. 1. General Chair Dr. Semyung Wang’s opening remarks.

Fig. 2. The main e-congress homepage.
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considering the organizing committee had
so little time to pivot from in-person to an
e-congress.
To complement the recorded video
presentations, there were a number of
events that were livestreamed. These
included the opening and closing
ceremonies, the plenary and keynote
lectures, and some special presentations.
There were different live sessions each
day. Attendees could log in to different
rooms via Zoom, and at the end of each
presentation, there was time for questions.

Plenary Lecture 2—Current
Trends in Urban Soundscape
Research
The final plenary lecture was from
Dr. Catherine Gustavino, an associate
professor at McGill University (Montreal,
Canada). Her lecture summarized recent
trends in soundscape research. She
started with a brief history of 50 years
of soundscape research, and with this
context, she gave an overview of the
interdisciplinary cognitive approach to
soundscape developed over the last 20
years. She then introduced the Quality
of Urban Public Experience model. Her
talk concluded with a summary of the
main challenges for soundscape research
and presented a research agenda for
future work.

Fig. 3. The virtual expo. Users could browse between different vendors in the virtual
exposition hall.

Keynote Lectures
Along with the plenary lectures, the
following three keynote lectures were
presented.

Keynote Lecture 1: Spatial
Hearing and Virtual Auditory
Display
Bosun Xie (Director, Acoustic Lab,
School of Science, South China
University of Technology) and
Michelle C. Vigeant (Graduate
Program in Acoustics and Department
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Fig. 4. Example of live session via Zoom.

of Architectural Engineering at the
Pennsylvania State University)
During the past two or three decades,
virtual auditory displays have become
a hot topic in the field of acoustics and
signal processing. This presentation
outlined the principles of spatial hearing
and then comprehensively reviewed the
principles, progresses, and applications of

virtual auditory displays, including some
recent works from the authors’ research
groups.

Keynote Lecture 2: Acoustic Black
Hole
Wonju Jeon (Department of Mechanical
Engineering, Korea Advanced Institute
of Science and Technology) and Mikhail
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Mironov (head of the Theoretical
Laboratory at Andreev Acoustics Institute,
Moscow, Russia)
This keynote began with a question: Is
it possible to slow down the propagation
of a wave on a way of finite length so
that the propagation time would be
infinite? Well, it turns out that the answer
is yes. This authors gave an overview
of acoustic black hole (ABH) research.
They then then outlined a number of the
theoretical, numerical, and experimental
aspects of their research studies. The
lecture ended with ideas for the practical
application of ABH to real-world
problems, including perspectives and
opportunities of ABH for the researchers
in structural vibrations, vibro-acoustics,
and wave physics.

Keynote Lecture 3: Floor Impact
Sound Transmission and Control
Berndt Zeitler (Technical Acoustics
and Building Acoustics in the Building
Physics Department of the Applied
University of Sciences, Stuttgart) and
Atsuo Hiramitsu (Equipment Standards
Division in Building Department
Engineer at National Institute for
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Fig. 5. The official INTER-NOISE YouTube channel.

Land and Infrastructure Management,
Ibaraki, Japan, and Cooperative
Graduate School Program of Art
and Design at the University of
Tsukuba)
Several studies around the world have
shown that impact noise is one of the
main causes of annoyance in homes. It is
important to understand the mechanisms
of transmission to ensure an appropriate
prediction as well as the control of impact
sound. In this light, this presentation
began with the history of the most
common measurement methods. The
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authors described the physical phenomena
related to impact sound transmission
and, finally, presented a selection of floor
construction details used in different
countries along with their corresponding
impact sound insulation results.

YouTube Channel for the
Congress
If you’d like to learn more about the
congress or experience the opening or
closing ceremonies, be sure to check
out the INTER-NOISE 2020 YouTube
channel. NNI
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The Noise/News Podcast
For 20 years, NNI has served as the
leading source of news for noise
and vibration specialists. It informs
the growing international body of
professionals who work to control noise
and vibration. As part of this mission, we
have started a companion podcast, The
Noise/News, to give readers an inside
track for even more developments in noise
control.

Episode 2: Product Noise
Did you know that the INCE-USA
has been supporting the development
of a simplified product noise rating
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method to help consumers and other
purchasers make informed purchasing
decisions with respect to noise levels?
It is hoped that consumer demand for
quieter products will be increased
by providing consumers with useful
noise emission information in the same
way that consumer demand for more
nutritious food has been increased by
using nutrition labels, for more energyefficient appliances by using energy
labels, and for more fuel-efficient cars
by using auto mileage labels.
In this episode of The Noise/News,
a podcast brought to you by NNI, our host

Eoin King is joined by Dana
Lodico, senior consultant of
Illingworth & Rodkin Inc., and
David Bowen, principal consultant of
Acentech. Our guests are here to discuss
product noise and a proposed new rating
system. Tune in to learn more about this
process!

Episode 2 Link (Spotify)
Episode 2 Link (Apple)
Episode 2 Link (YouTube) NNI
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Vibratory Forces Acting on Supports of Machines
with Rotating Elements
Eric E. Ungar
Acentech, Inc., Cambridge, MA
The vibrations induced in a structure
that supports a machine with rotating
elements, such as an air handling unit
that includes a fan assembly, generally
are of interest in relation to controlling
these vibrations and the attendant radiated
noise. Here is a simple way to arrive at a
reasonable estimate of the forces acting
on the supporting structures, on the basis
of which one can evaluate the structures’
vibrations.

These supports may be expected to exert
forces on the assembly that are negligibly
small as the assembly’s displacement
is very small. Thus, if one knows the
mass MR of the rotor assembly (which
typically is available from a machine’s
vendor), one may determine the amplitude
of the force FU due to the imbalance
from the acceleration of the assembly
corresponding to the measured velocity
V as
FU = M RV ω 

Balance Grade; Force due to
Unbalance
Vendors of machines with rotating
elements typically indicate the so-called
balance grade of the rotor assembly,
which consists of the rotating element
and its immediate supporting structures.
The balance grade indicates the velocity
amplitude measured (perpendicular to the
rotor’s axis of rotation) as the assembly,
mounted in a balancing machine, rotates
at its rated speed.

(1)

where ω denotes the rotational frequency
in radians per second.

Hard Mounted Rotor Assembly

ISO 1940-1-2003(en), Mechanical
Vibration—Balance Quality, indicates
balance grades in the form of “G-V,”
where V denotes the velocity amplitude in
millimeters per second measured on the
rotor assembly in a balancing machine.
(Corresponding to the balance grade
G-2.5, for example, the velocity amplitude
is 2.5 mm/s.)

In a machine in which the rotor assembly
is rigidly attached to the machine’s
structure, as shown schematically in
figure 2, the force FU due to the rotating
imbalance acts not only on the mass of
the rotor assembly but also on the mass
of the rest of the machine. Since typical
rotational speeds correspond to relatively
low frequencies (e.g., 360 rpm = 6 Hz),
it is not unreasonable to consider the rest
of the machine as acting much like a rigid
mass. The structures on which machines
typically are mounted (e.g., concrete
slabs on steel beams or trusses) tend to
be relatively stiff and massive. They also
may be considered as essentially rigid at
the frequencies of concern.

In a balance machine, the rotor assembly
is mounted on very flexible supports, as
sketched in figure 1.

Analysis of the classical single-degreeof-freedom system modeled in figure 2
permits one to determine the displacement
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amplitude of the combined masses—and
from it the amplitude FS of the force
acting on the supporting structure. One
finds that
FS
1
1
=
=
FU
1 − MTOT ω 2 / k MS
1 − (ω / ω M ST )2

	

(2)

where kMS represents the stiffness
of the machine’s isolation system,
MTOT = MR + MMS the total participating
mass, and ωMST the radian natural
frequency of the total mass supported
on the machine’s resilient support. With
proper selection of the isolation system,
this natural frequency is much smaller
than the rotational frequency, so that the
force FS acting on the support is only a
small fraction of the imbalance force.

Internally Isolated Rotor
Assembly
Consider the case where the rotor
assembly is “internally isolated”
from the machine structure, as shown
diagrammatically in figure 3, with kIS
representing the stiffness of the internal
isolation and MMS the mass of the machine
structure.
From analysis of this figure’s two-degreeof-freedom system, one finds

FS 
k IS k MS

=
FU  ( k IS + k MS − M MS ω 2 )( k IS − M R ω 2 ) − k IS2 



(3)

For the case where the internal spring is
extremely stiff, so that the two masses
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essentially are joined rigidly, one finds
that this equation reduces to equation (2).
If, on the other hand, the stiffness kIS of
the internal isolation spring is very small,
as often is the case if the internal isolation
is well designed, the foregoing equation
reduces to


FS
1

≈ 
2
2

FU
 (1 − M MS ω / k MS )(1 − M R ω / k IS ) 
1
1
=
1 − (ω / ω M MS )2 1 − (ω / ω I )2

Fig. 1. Rotor assembly in balancing.



Fig. 2. Rotor assembly hard mounted to machine structure.

(4)

Here ωMS denotes the radian natural
frequency of the machine mass
connected by the machine’s isolators
to a rigid support and ωI represents the
natural frequency of the rotor assembly
connected to a rigid support by the
internal isolation. Comparison of this
result with equation (2) indicates that
equation (4) corresponds to two springmass systems in tandem. NNI

Fig. 3. Rotor assembly soft mounted to machine structure.
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Celebrating our 20th Year of
YEARS
1999–2019

quietly

Providing Systems and Software to
Accredited Acoustic Testing Laboratories
Corporate Acoustic Testing Programs
Government Acoustic Testing Laboratories

We’re the largest supplier of acoustic measurement systems
in the US … that you’ve never

heard of.

VIacoustics Software and System Applications
• Sound Emission from Products and Equipment
• Sound Quality Analysis

• Calibrated Time Waveform Recording and Post
Processing Tools

• Acoustic Material Property Testing

• Hearing Protector Testing

• Sound Intensity

• Hearing Sciences Research
• Medical Alarm Analysis

Software and Systems
for Acoustic Measurement

Software and Systems for Hearing Protector
Testing and Hearing Sciences Research

512-531-6442
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info@viacoustics.com
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EUROPEAN

NDT
&CM2021
PRAGUE, CZECH REPUBLIC

FOUR NDT, CM AND SHM
EVENTS IN ONE WEEK
IN THE MIDDLE
OF THE EUROPE

OCTOBER 4-8, 2021
BETTER CM & NDT – WARRANTY OF QUALITY,
RELIABILITY AND SAFETY

Following the 1st ENDT Days in 2007 and the highly successful 11th European Conference on NDT 2014 (ECNDT 2014) in Prague, the Czech society for NDT in
cooperation with other NDT and CM Societies is preparing another important
meeting of experts and users from the NDT, including Condition Monitoring
and Structural Health Monitoring areas for the year 2021.
The 2nd European NDT & CM Days in Prague (October 2021) will consist of – 11th
workshop NDT in Progress, International conference NDE & CM for Safety, 51st
annual CNDT conference Defectoscopy 2021 and NDT&CM Expo. During these
days you can visit four different events at the Cubex centre Prague. It will be an
exceptional opportunity to meet people interested in research & development,
as well as in practice, standardization and the application of all NDT/NDE, CM
and SHM methods with an emphasis on areas of modern Industry.
These „Days“ will be one of the most important NDT, CM, SHM and related
branches European events in 2021. We hope that the 2nd European NDT&CM
Days 2021 will not only be an opportune time for exchanging research findings
but also an occasion for strengthening existing contacts and establishing new
ones for all participants. Naturally, seminars, workshops, excursions and other
social events will be organized.
ORGANISER’S

www.endtcm21.com
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This event represents a great opportunity for a select group of interested parties to be actively included in sponsoring and promoting the event and their
business.
This will be the event of the decade; we hope to see you there!

Libor Topolář
CNDT president

Pavel Mazal

member of CNDT presidium

PARTNER’S

ORGANISING SECRETARIAT: GUARANT International spol. s r.o. European NDT&CM Days 2021:
Českomoravská 2510/19, Praha 9 - Libeň, Česká republika
E-mail: endtcm21@guarant.cz Tel: +420 284 001 444, Fax: +420 284 001 448
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Below is a list of international contacts for the advertisers in this issue. The telephone number is followed by the fax number where available.
In cases where there are two or more telephone numbers per location, or several locations within a country, a semicolon (;) separates the
telephone number(s) from the respective fax number. Advertisers are asked to send updated information by email to jlessard@virtualinc.com.
BSWA
Australia: KINGDOM PTY LTD
+61 2 9975 3272
kingdom@kingdom.com.au

Australia: Noise Measurement Services
+61 7 3217 2850
bob@noisemeasurement.com.au

Austria: Ing. Wolfgang Fellner GmbH
+43 1 282 53 43
wf@shallmessung.com

Belgium: ABC International Trading B.V.
+31 162520447
nl@abctradings.com
Canada: Soft dB

Spain: Anotec Consulting S.L.
+34 916 897 540
nico@anotec.com

Belgium: Belram sa/nv
+32 2 672 95 90
info@belram.com

Japan: NTI Japan Limited
+81 3 3634 6110
okayasu@nti-japan.com

Spain: PROTOS Euroconsultores de
Ingeneria S.L.
+34 91 747 5891
Kimono.alexiou@protos-eci.es

Brazil: NTI Audio Inc.
+1 503 684 7050
americas@nti-audio.com

South Korea: NTi Audio Korea
+82 2 6404 4978
korea@nti-audio.com

Spain: Uros Ingenieria

Bulgaria: ATC Ltd.
+35 988 9528 649
hlebarovg@dir.bg

Latvia: Audio AE Ltd.
+371 67807310
audioae@audioae.lv

Canada: NTI Audio Inc.

Lithuania: Midiaudio Ltd.
+370-37-223288
sales@midiaudio.com

Chile: NTI Audio Inc.
+1 503 684 7050
americas@nti-audio.com

Malaysia: TekMark Broadcast Sdn Bhd

China: NTI CHINA CO., LTD.

Mexico: NTI Audio Inc.
+1 503 684 7050
americas@nti-audio.com

+34 91 3329621
Jalon_id@uros.es

Sweden: Acoutronic AB
+46 87 650 280
toby@acoutronic.se

Sweden: Arotate-Consulting AB
+46 708 955150
janos@arotate.com

+1 418 686 0993
contact@softdb.com

Sweden: Sound View Instruments

Egypt: Elnady Engineering and Agencies
+20 2 23425763
info@elnadycompany.com

Taiwan: OE SCIENTECH CO., LTD.

Finland: APL Systems Ltd.
+358(0)442199940
Ville.ilves@apl.fi

France: ViaXys

+33 2 38 87 45 35
oliver.blazere@viaxys.com

Germany: ROGA Instruments
+49 (0) 6721 98 44 54
roga@roga-messtechnik.de

India: Welan Technologies

+91 20 25393126
info@welantechnologies.com

Ireland: Sonitus Systems

+353 01 2542560/+44 020 81236009
enquiries@sonitussystens.com

+46 (0) 70 681 79 89
Anders.norborg@soundviewinstr.com
+886 -2 25115747
terry@oe.com.tw

Taiwan: Tops Technologies, Inc.
+886 932 068 059
kenlee@topstech.com.tw

Thailand: LEGA Corporation Co., Ltd.
+66 2 746 9933
maya@legaeng.com

The Netherlands: ABC International
Trading B.V.
+31 162520447
nl@abctradings.com

Turkey: DTA Ltd Sti.

+90 224 280 84 44A
kif.goksa@dta.com.tr

Turkey: VibraTek

Israel: Emproco Ltd.

+90 0312 479 0302
Ibrahim.Caglayan@vibratek.com.tr

Italy: Spectra Sri

+44 1438 870632
uk@nti-audio.com

+972 (0) 8 6718187
sales@emproco.com
+39 613321
ecaglio@spectra.it

Korea: SM Instruments Co., Ltd.
+82 42 861 7004
youngkey@smins.co.kr

Serbia: NORTH Point Ltd.
+381 24 62 62 72
gajins@north.rs

Singapore: ACOUSTI-TEQ ASIA PTE LTD
+65 6694 4421
sales@acousti-teq.net

United Kingdom: NTi Audio AG
USA: Scantek, Inc.

+1 410 290 7726
PeppinR@scantekinc.com

South America: SMART Tech
+55 11 3168 3388
marcelo@smarttech.com.br

+86 10 5791 0038
china@nti-audio.com

Czech Republic: NTi Audio Praha

+420 2209 99992
info@ntipraha.cz

Denmark: Kinovox Pro ApS
+45 44 53 3011
ck@kinovox.dk
Estonia: Noretron Communication Ltd.
+358 10 525 8070
timo.kunnas@noretron.fi
Finland: Noretron Communications Ltd.
+358 10 525 8070
timo.kunnas@noretron.fi
France: FREEVOX SA

+33 1 486 322 11
l.delenclos@freevox.fr

Germany: NTi Audio GmbH

+49 201 6470 1900
de@nti-audio.com

Greece: Bon Studio S.A.
+30 210 380 9605 8
bon@bonstudio.gr

Hungary: Elimex Kft
+36 1 239 8270
zsofi@elimex.hu

India: AVF Distributors (I) Pvt. Ltd.

Campanella Associates

+91 22 2405 1686
info@avfindia.com

USA: Campanella Associates

India: AVF Distributors (New Dehli)

+1 6140 876 5108
a.campanella@att.net

NTi
+61 2 9998 7600
mharders@ambertech.com.au

Austria: Studiokonzept Medientechnik
GmbH
+43 1 815 2624
info@studiokonzept.at
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+91-11-2 874 11 31
info@avfindia.com

Iraq: Wellmar Technology F.Z.E

South Africa: ESTEQ Test & Measurement Australia: Amber Technology Pty Ltd
(Pty)
+27 12 809 9500
e.murison@esteq.com

+1 503 684 7050
americas@nti-audio.com

+971 6 745 9621
sv-sales@wellmaruae.com

Israel: Sontronics Electr. Equipm. Ltd

+972 3 570 5223
sales@sontronics.co.il

Italy: Spectra SRL
+39 039613321
info@spectra.it
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+603 9057 8999
gs.wong@tekmarkgroup.com

Netherlands: Ampco Flashlight Sales BV
+31 30 2414070
sales@ampco-flashlight.nl

New Zealand: Amber Technology (NZ)
Ltd.
+64 9 443 0753
ross@amber.co.nz

Norway: Benum siv. ing. AS
+47 2213 9900
post@benum.com
Poland: Konsbud Audio Sp. Z O.O.
+48 226 44 3038
info@konsbud-audio.com.pl

Portugal: Wavelan S.A.

+351 916 900 409
Nuno.sousa@wavelan.pt

Romania: db Technolight
+40 268 331 410
dan@dbt.ro

Russia: Audio Solutions
+7 495-730-5368
info@audiosolutions.ru

Singapore: Affinity Engineering
+65 63164432
vincent-hii@affinityec.com

Slovakia: NTi Audio Praha
+420 2209 99992
info@ntipraha.cz

Slovenia: AVC Slovenia
+386-1-530 78 70
jani.medic@avc-group.si

South Africa: Wild & Marr
(Johannesburg)
+27 11 974 0633
info@wildandmarr.co.za

Spain: Neotécnica, S.A.

+34 91 542 09 00
neotecnica@neotecnica.es
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Sweden: Sennberg AB
+46 8 566 16400
stephan.segermark@sennberg.se
Switzerland: Contrik AG
+41 44 736 50 10
contrik@contrik.ch

Taiwan: NTI CHINA CO., LTD.

+86 512 6802 0075
china@nti-audio.com

Thailand: Get Best Solutions
+66 62 195 1909
sale@getbestsound.com

Turkey: ASF SES ISIK VE GORUNTU
SISTEMLERI A.S.
+90 212 227 6800
ugur.dogan@asf-avl.com

United Kingdom: NTi Audio UK Ltd.
+44 1438 870632
uk@nti-audio.com

USA: NTI Audio Inc.

+1 503 684 7050
americas@nti-audio.com

Odeon
Denmark: Odeon A/S
+45 8870 8845
info@odeon.dk

Rion

Colombia/Ecuador/Perú: Alava
Ingenieros S.A., Sucursal del Perú
+511 447 50 27
alava@grupoalava.com

Malaysia: Active Acoustic Engineering

Cyprus: Panacoustics Ltd
+357 25 822816
info@panacoustics.com

Netherlands: Sysmex Nederland B.V.

Denmark/Norway: Lesanco ApS

New Zealand: Machinery Monitoring
Systems LTD
+64 9 623 3147
mamos@xtra.co.nz

+45 3961 1206
lesanco@lesanco.dk

Finland: MIP Electronics Oy
+358 10 3222 631
info@mip.fi

Germany: ZINS Ziegler-Instruments GmbH
+49 (0)2166-1898-500
zins@ziegler-instruments.de

Greece: G.CHRALAMPOPOULOS-S.
MOUZAKITIS G.P./GROUP SCIENCE
+30 210 8053121, +30 213 0311028
info@groupscience.gr
Hong Kong: Che Scientific Co (Hong Kong)
Ltd (Distributor for Viscotester)
+852 2481 1323
sales@chescientific.com

Hong Kong: Science International
Corporation
+852 2 543 7442
ehs@scienceintel.com

Sdn Bhd
+603-6151 8717
enquiry@active-acoustic.com
+31 (0)76 5086000
info@sysmex.nl

Singapore: O’Connor’s Singapore Pte Ltd
+65 6470 4712 (DID)
enquiries@oconnors.wbl.com.sg

India: Mecord Systems and Services

Spain: ALAVA Ingenieros S.A.
+34 91 567 97 00
alava@alava-ing.es

Austria/Czech/Slovakia/Slovenia:

LB-acoustics Messgeraete GmbH
+43 (0)1 270 77 00
Office@LB-acoustics.at

Belgium/Luxembourg: Sysmex
Belgium N.V.
+32 (0)2 7697474
info@sysmex.be

Bosnia and Herzegovina/Croatia/
Serbia: CERIUM d.o.o.
+385 (0)1 580 59 21
info@cerium.hr

Brazil: TST-Instrumentos de Medição Ltda.
+55 11 4221-6110
marcos.piai@tstm.com.br

Chile: Sociedad Acustical S.A.
+56 2 892 0380
laboratorio@acustical.cl

China: RION SCIENCE & TECHNOLOGY
SHANGHAI LTD
+86-21-5423-5082
info-china@rionchina.com
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Indonesia: PT Transindotama Sinar Perkasa
+62 21 4584 0670 / 4584 0671 / 4584 0672
transindotama@transindotama.com,
transindotama@gmail.com
Ireland/United Kingdom: ANV

Mexico and South America: CIAAMSA

SoundPLAN GmbH

+65 6659 2411
sales@salient-tech.com.sg

Argentina: HIKARI S. A.
+54 11 4811 5767, +54 11 4815 2968
cientifica@opticagriensu.com
+61 2 9484 0800
reception@acousticresearch.com.au

Scantek, Inc.
División Acústica
+55 1054 3209/+55 1054 3210
nbenitez@ciaamsa-acustica.com

South Africa: Environmental Instruments

Australia: Acoustic Research Labs Pty Ltd

Scantek Inc. - HQ
+1 410 290 7726
info@scantekinc.com

Singapore: Salient Technologies Pte Ltd

Hungary: ENTEL Engineering Research &
Consulting Ltd
+36 (1) 336-0400
rion@entel.hu
Pvt Ltd
+91 22 2500 8128 / 2500 7552
info@mecord.com, sales@mecord.com

Sage Technologies – Washington
+1 425 454 9680
tnorsworthy@sagetechnologies.com

Poland: EKOHIGIENA APARATURA Sp. zo. o.
Scantek Inc. - West
+48 71 31 76 850
+1 410 384 4221
biuro@ekohigiena.com.pl
infowest@scantekinc.com
Portugal: M.R.A. Instrumentacao S.A.
Vietnam (Hanoi): Technical Instrument &
+351 21 421 74 72
Consultant Technology (TECOTEC)
mra@mra.pt
(+84-4) 35763500 / 35763501
hanoi@tecotec.com.vn
Romania: Spectromas SRL
+40 21 310 10 95
Vietnam (Ho Chi Minh): MT Scientific
info@spectromas.ro
Equipment Co., LTD
(+84 8) 3 86 460 51
Russia: Eurotest Ltd
mtse@hcm.vnn.vn
+7 (812) 703-05-55
sales@rion-russia.ru

Algeria/France/Morocco/Tunisia:

ViaXys
+33 2 38 87 45 35
info@viaxys.com

Sage Technologies – S. California
+1 310 779 7873
mweesit@sagetechnologies.com
Sage Technologies – N. California
+1 310 503 7890
eweesit@sagetechnologies.com

International cc
+27 21 914-4408
info@envinst.co.za

Sweden: Acoutronic AB
+46 8 765 02 80
info@acoutronic.se

Switzerland: A - TECH testing GmbH
+41 56 634 26 26
info@a-tech.ch

Argentina: Dakar ingeniería acústica de
Rodolfo Alejandro Gareis
+54 11 4631-5691; +54 11 4631-5691
soundplan@dakar-acustica.com.ar
Australia: Marshall Day Acoustics
+61 (2) 8211 1142; +61 (2) 8211 1142
soundplan@marshallday.com

Brasil: GROM Acústica & Vibração
+55 21 2516-0077; +55 21 2516-0077
comercial@grom.com.br

Chile: SINRUIDO

+56 222398736; +56993345286

Measurement Systems
+44 1908 64 28 46
info@noise-and-vibration.co.uk

Taiwan: Ring-In Trading Development Co., LTD ing.mario.mora@gmail.com
+886 2 2381 6767
China: ZCCK

Ireland: Industrial Acoustics Company Ltd

Thailand: Sithiporn Associates Co., LTD

Italy: ntek s.r.l.

Turkey: Cev-Tek Ltd Sti

+353 1 2828043
info@iacl.ie

ringin@ms6.hinet.net

+66 2 433 8331
sa-epd@sithiphorn.com

+39 334 16 66 958
info@ntek.it, amministrazione@ntek.it,
commerciale@ntek.it

+90 312 394 15 50
bilgi@cevtek.com.tr

Italy: VIBRO-ACOUSTIC

LLC
+971 44201188
info@enviroegt.com

+39 049 9200 975
info@scs-controlsys.com

Korea: SR Tech Co, Ltd

+82-31-754-8481
sunilrion@sunilrion.co.kr

UAE: Enviro Engineering General Trading

USA/Canada/Mexico

Sage Technologies – Arizona
+1 480 732 9848
coconnor@sagetechnologies.com

Malaysia: O’Connor’s Engineering Sdn Bhd Sage Technologies – Michigan
+60 3 7953 8400
oconnor@oce.com.my

+1 734 525 8100
dsulisz@sagetechnologies.com

+86 20 3763 9280; +86 20 3763 9280
soundplan@zc-ck.com

Colombia: EGS Solution SAS

5717043056; 573016544282
proyectos@egssolutions.com.co

Colombia: High Tec Environmental Ltda.
+57 (1) 671 3700; +57 (1) 671 3700
info@hteltda.com

Costa Rica: Fluctuum S.A.

+506 85864679; +506 85864679
info@fluctuum.com

Czech Republic: Symos s.r.o.
+420 605255986; +420 605255986
symos@symos.cz

Denmark: SoundPLAN Nord ApS
+45 2191 0121; +45 2946 1030
support@soundplan.dk
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Ecuador: LAMBDACOUSTIC
LABORATORIES S.A.
(+593-2) 6000 373; (+593-2) 6000 373
ventas@lambda.com.ec

Indonesia: PT. Global Suara Indonesia
(Geonoise Indonesia)
+62 21 5010 5012; +62 21 5010 5012
indonesia@geonoise.com

Egypt: Elnady Engineering and Agencies

Israel: RTA Engineering LTD

Poland: PC++ Software Studio
+48 (606) 110 270; +48 (606) 110 270
info@pcplusplus.com.pl

France: EUPHONIA
+33 (0) 1 42 21 16 05;+33 (0) 1 42 21 16 05
courrier@euphonia.fr

Italy: Spectra S.r.l.

Qatar: Vibrocomp - Shift w.l.l.
+974 44503823; +974 50930239
qatar@vibrocomp.com

Germany: SoundPLAN GmbH

Japan: ONO SOKKI CO.,LTD.

Romania: Vibrocomp SRL
+40 728018976; +40 728018977
romania@vibrocomp.com

Greece: Acoustics Helas

Malaysia: Acoustic Vibration Consulting

Russia: Institute of Vibroacoustic Systems
+7 (812) 2411920; +7 (812) 2411920
info@ivas.su

+20 2 23425763; +20 2 23425763
info@elnadycompany.com

+49 (7191) 91440; +49 (7191) 914420
mail@soundplan.de
+30 (210) 6630333;+30 6942466323
acoustics@acoustics.gr

Guatemala: SEGURIDAD, MEDIO
AMBIENTE Y TECNOLOGÍA, S.A
+502-23313669
info@smt.com.gt

Hong Kong: SoundPLAN Asia Co., Ltd.
+85 281988469
info@soundplan.asia

Hong Kong: Takabama Limited
+852 2525 8033; +852 2525 8033
soundplan@4dNoise.com

Hungary: Vibrocomp Kft

+36 (1) 3107292; +36 (1) 3107292
info@vibrocomp.com

India: ADAMS ENGINEERING PROJECTS
PVT. LTD.
+91 44 2817 3711; +91 73977 66580
sales@adamsengg.com

+972 775503994; +972 525550955
ronen@rtaeng.com
+39 039-613321; +39 039-613321
spectra@spectra.it
+81-45-935-3888; +81-45-935-3818
soundplan-support@onosokki.co.jp
Malaysia Sdn. Bhd. (AVCM)
+60340652167; +60340652167
info@avcm.my

México: INGENIERÍA ACÚSTICA

SPECTRUM, S.A. DE C.V.
+52 (55) 55670878; +52 (55) 55670878
acusticaspectrum@prodigy.net.mx

Netherlands: Ing.buro AV-Consulting B.V.
+31 182352311; +31 182352311
beheer@av-consulting.nl

New Zealand: Marshall Day Acoustics
+64 93797822; +64 93797822
auckland@marshallday.co.nz

Northern Ireland: Irwin Carr Consulting
+44 (28308) 98009; +44 (28308) 98009
office@irwincarr.com

Perú: CENERIS E.I.R.L0

+51 1 4800065 102
cervetto@ceneris.com
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Philippines: ROS ACOUSTIC SOLUTIONS
7454564
sison201034@gmail.com

Serbia: Dirigent Acoustics d.o.o.

+381 11 28 50 601; +381 11 400 24 86
info@dirigent-acoustics.co.rs

Singapore: TME Systems Pte Ltd
+65 67477234
tme@tmesystems.net
South Africa: Mackenzie Hoy Consulting
Engineers
+27 215314452; +27 215314452
machoy@iafrica.com

South Korea: ABC Trading

Sri Lanka: MASS Engineering Solutions &
Consultanting
+94 77 999 4320; +94 77 999 4320
info@mass-consultants-lk.com
Taiwan: ZCCK Taipei

+886 2 8722 2626; +886 2 8722 2626
soundplan-tw@zc-ck.com

Thailand: Geonoise Thailand Co., Ltd.
+66 21214399; +66 81 964 1982
contact@geonoise.com

Turkey: Hidrotek Mimarlik Muhendislik Ltd.
+90 216 372 20 27; +90 544 414 17 68
info@hidro-tek.com

United Kingdom: WKC Technology Ltd.
+44 207 975 1464
enquiries@soundplan-uk.com
United Arab Emirates: Vibrocomp ME
Consultancy FZCO
+971 4 3262825; +974 54 4462053
me@vibrocomp.com
United States: Navcon Engineering
Network
+1 (714) 441-3488; +1 (714) 441-3488
webmail@navcon.com

Vietnam: Lidin Co.,Ltd

+84 2839778269; +84 902203040
ronal.nguyen@lidinco.com NNI

+82-2-2226-3161; +82-2-2226-3161
abc@abctrd.com

Spain: AAC CENTRO DE ACÚSTICA
APLICADA S.L.
+34 (945) 29 8233; +34 (945) 29 8233
aac@aacacustica.com
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Below is a list of congresses and conferences
sponsored by International INCE and INCE-USA.
A list of all known conferences related to noise can
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Don’t forget: 2020 is the International Year of
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Norsonic AS......................................................................................................... Norway
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